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A national healthcare company has

partnered with Murray-based Primary

Care Medical Center to resructure the

facility’s patient care model.

VillageMD will move the medical center

from volume-based healthcare to value-

based, as mandated by the Medicare

Access and Chip Reauthorization Act or

‘MACRA’. Bob Hughes is managing partner of Primary Care. He said the program will

incorporate a data analytics sysem to track and review patient care.

“You’re adding a whole layer of cognitive services where you’re making sure that you’re

doing all the things you're supposed to be doing and documenting,” Hughes said. “The
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other thing is that you’re managing that appropriately.”

Hughes said the program will help lower coss for patients by reaching early diagnoses

and preventing future health problems. He said the center hopes to tackle Kentucky’s

physician shortage with the new patient care model that will free up time for physicians

and recruit new providers.

“You’re going to use the physician’s time more efectively because the time spent trying

to thumb through a medical record will be ofoaded,” Hughes said. “You’re going to have

someone there who’s doing that and who’s consantly in the computer sysem.”

Hughes said Primary Care serves up to 40,000 patients and he expects that number to

increase. All contracts between VillageMD and Primary Care have been completed.

MACRA take efect in 2019.
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In recent years, a small but growing number of medical
practices embraced a bufet approach to primary care,
ofering patients unlimited services for a modes fat fee —
say, $50 to $150 per month — insead of billing them a la
carte for every ofce visit and tes.

But a pioneer in the feld — Seattle-based Qliance — shut its public clinics as of June
15, and some health care analyss are quesioning whether the approach to medical
care is valid and viable.
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defbrillator is located? About half of all U.S. employees
don't, according to the results of an American Heart
Association survey.
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